
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Maxim Gogol-for I shall call you by your true name-if one word of this were
spoken to the Committee at Warsaw,
__________________________________?

1.

(how long/you/would/live/?)how long would you have to live

Now that might do you some good if you _____________________ rent
and buy wood and oil and water.
2.

(past/not/pay)
didn't have to pay

I _______________________ for an occasion, a chance meeting.3.
(should/watch)

should have to watch

I _______________________ to love you.4. (past/not/learn)didn't have to learn

He ________________________ his way in the rough new world as they
did.
5.

(past/not/fight)
did not have to fight

We ___________________ further to see.6. (shall/go)shall have to go

I ______________________ round in the wrappings of my presents in
those days.
7.

(past/not/wade)
didn't have to wade

They ____________________ from America.8. (past/passive/bring)had to be brought

She ________________________ stitches and make throws, and take up
two here and three there.
9.

(past/not/count)
did not have to count

A canal ____________ through fine scenery.10. (go)has to go

That's the advantage of this climate, you ____________________
everything under cover.
11.

(not/put)
don't have to put

We _____________________ room for you.12. (shall/make)shall have to make

He __________________ long before receiving proof of this; one day he
pressed through the crowd which surrounded the emperor's coach, and
mounted upon the step of the door.

13.

(past/not/wait)

had not to wait

The more men _______________, the less willing are they to venture.14.
(lose)

have to lose
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That's all I ______________ of the matter.15. (say)have to say

You _____________________ any bait when you set this way.16.
(not/have)

don't have to have

But the memory of Hokotan's honest apology made the Earthman very
glad that he ________________________ the general at all.
17.

(past/not/shoot)
did not have to shoot

That made it as clear as day, for now the Bridge Farmer asked anybody,
_________________________________ Greek for, when services and mass
were celebrated in Latin?

18.

(what/a priest/past/know/?)
what did a priest have to know

I never remember a time when I ________________________________,
because it was impossible to get what I wanted.
19.

(past/pretend/and/not/make up)

hadn't to pretend and make up

However, the suggestion _______________________ from her; for at this
instant there was a knock at the door, so gentle that it was difficult to be sure
that it really was a knock.

20.

(past/not/come)

did not have to come
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